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CHAIRMAN-I welcome witnesses and any members of the public who may be

present for this inquiry into the role and functions of the Law Refonn Commission.

KIRBY, Justice Michael Donald, 2C Oumaresq Road, Rose Bay, New South

Wales 2029, was called to appear before the commiuee.

CHAIRMAN-Welcome, Justice Kirby. Do you have any comment to make on

"the capacity in which you appear?

Justice Kirby-I am appearing really in a personal capacity but it is not entirely

personal. My past experience as an officer of the Commonwealth and Chainnan of the

Law Reform Commission and my experience at the moment as President of the Court of

Appeal are both relevant to what J am going to say. I draw on my experience in the Law

Reform Commission and in the court in my submission to the committee.

CHAIRMAN-Although the committee does not require you to give evidence

under oath I should advise you that the hearings are legal proceedings of the parliament

and ~arrant the same respect as proceedings of the House itself. The giving of false or

misleading evidence is a serious matter and may be regarded as a contempt of the

parliament. Would you like to make an introductory statement before we ask some

questions of you?

Justice Kirby-Yes, thank you, Me Chairman, and thank you for inviting me to

appear before the committee. I did prepare a written submission but, unfortunately, such is

the pressure on my secretary that she has not yet typed it up. When it is typed up I would

lSk leave to send it to the committee so that it can be available to you. It sets out my

~enera1 views on the subject of your inquiry, I welcome the inquiry; I think it is timely

"md appropriate; I think it is a good thing that all institutions are reviewed. After nearly 20

years of existence, it is appropriate that the Australian Law Reform Commission should

;,ave to a~ount to th~ parliament which set it up.

T~:~~,pe,ri~~~~,'~~t:~e~_~;·"~~~trib~~~n~fs6me~se ~~ Y~~iS"p~m~IY~~y
:N~rk.:~-the Law Ref~rm ~mmission.'I was _appoi:n~d'to .th~ ~omriussionin 1975 h~vi~~'...•

only then recently been appointed 10 the arbilCation commission. 1 took up my duties in

February 1975. Al that time the commission had no offices. no staff and no facilities. The

commission on day one began in the anleroom to the chambers of Ihe bankruptcy judge,

Justice Riley. 1 sat in that anteroom as the judge's staff moved in and out. H was my

responsibility, together with the foundation commissioners, to establish the commission, to

get the premises, to hire the staff, and to secure the original program of work. All of that

was done.

The commission was fortunate in its initial commissioners-J leave myself

modestly out of thaI. The part-lime commissioners who were appointed were an interestinl'

cross-section of AuslCaiian lawyers. They included: Me Brennan QC-now Sir Gerard

Brennan at the High Court-and Me Gareth Evans-now the Minister for Foreign

Affairs-Professor Alex. Castles, Professor of Law at the University of Adelaide and

Professor Gordon Hawkins of the Sydney Law School. Subsequently, Me John Cain was

added as a commissioner. 1 look back on that time as a very ex.citing and special time in

my life because it was a great responsibility and a challenge to set up a new federal

agency, and one which I thought had a very important role to play.

The commission inunedialely received a reference from the then govemtllCnl. the

Whillam government, under the hand of Attorney-General Enderby. The reference related

to the inquiry into two aspects of the establishment of the AuslCalian police force which

was then proposed. The first was the criminal investigation procedures of the force and thl

second was the complaints procedures.

CHAIRMAN-Sorry to interrupt you, Justice Kirby. The Law Reform

Commission did actually give us a submission that detailed a lot of that material.

Justice Kirby-I was not going to go through the whole detail. But from there on

the: commission worked on references, produced reports and settled its methodology. Its

methodology was in some respects novel. The respects which were particularly novel were

Ihe extension of the idea of consultation into community consultation through the use of

th'e' media~ I beli~ve 'tha't'-'th~'t ~as an imPortant Ynitiative of the commission and it is' one

whic"h'I ·thiltk 'has'~~ (ge~'endi);: followed, though not always with the sam~ success.

.----------------------------------------
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only then recently been appointed 10 the arbitration commission. 1 took up my duties in 

February 1975. At that time the commission had no offices. no staff and no facilities. The 
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Justice Kil'by-I was not going to go through the whole detail. But from there on 
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The chief problem from the beginning of the conurussion was iliat of translating its

proposals inlo the law of the land. Various suggestions had been made before the

commission was established as to how that could be done. Sir Anthony Mason in an

article in. I think. the Federal Law Review. suggested that there should be a procedure

whereby reports to the conunission were tabled in parliament and, unless disallowed, the

laws proposed by the commission should be enacted in the nature of subordinate

legislation. That has never recommended itself to any of the succeeding attorneys-general

and has Dever been done.

The great problem of the law relaan conunissions in their effectiveness is to

capture a little moment of time in the busy schedule of distracted politicians and

overburdened' executive government. heavily committed cabinets and sometimes resistant

bureaucrats and special interest groups. The way in which that can be done is, I think, one

of the principal challenges before this committee. If there have been defects in the

implementation record of the Australian Law Reform Commission, part of the

responsibility has to be shouldered by parliament. In saying that I am not saying that I

consider that the commission's success has been defective. As law reform commissions

go, it has done preuy well. But there is a need, as it always seemed to me and as I

constantly said when I was chainnan and have said since, for a belter system of translating

law reform reports into action, or at least into having the reports considered in an effective

way.

I do not believe that commissions, any more than judges who make law reform

'suggestions. have a right to conunand the acceptance oC their proposals or to expect that

such propos~swillpass·intolaw:wi~n.a sI>C.Cified time:. But'I do believe that lheyhave

an expectationthat;some-mechariism will be established that will take: the advantage ofthe

thoughts<?f: Lhes~·:}r~nige~tpe~~lewb6 gene~allyIOlOw:quite'a' bit abOut wbattheyare~;-

.Tbe~)'~ n()i-.~~aY"l>:

Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs secured from the Fraser government an

undertaking that reports to the Law Reform Commission, which were not otherwise to be

earlier implemented by the government. would be referred to the Senate committee, that

that committee would then report and that within six months of the report the government

would make an announcement in response to lhe Senate committee's report.

That was not a direct announcement in respect of the law reform report. But it wa'

indirectly so, and it meant that a mechanism was set in place for the orderly consideratiol
1

of the Law Reform Conunission's reports by a committee with a particular expertise, by p

committee which, it is fair to say, generally had a degree of commitment to the philosoph

of orderly law reform. The system was well in place when I left the commission.

I do not know what has happened to that system since. I have a feeling that it has

just faded away. I think it was one of lhe best mechanisms that I saw during my term as

chairman. It is possible that this committee is an appropriate vehicle or this committee an

the Senate committee or either of them if they choose to take up this report procedure.

The fundamental question before the commiuee is whether the Law Reform

Conunission should survive. My unequivocal view is that it should. I ground that view in

my commiunent to parliamenuuy democracy and to the effectiveness of the parliamcnlar.'

instirution. A clear result of the failure of the parliamentary institution to attend to the

reform of large areas of the law is either the perpetuation oC injustice or very great

pressure on the judges, through the techniques of the conunon law, LO provide solutions I

unaltended perceived injustices and needs Cor reform.

Because I believe that iL is preferable that the parliament should provide the

answers. to the needs for law refonn, I Javour the enhancement of the capacity and

efficiency and -productivity -of thc.•Law,Refonn Commission- rather than theenhancemenl

ofthe.~6wer,offu~·ju~~es.Butthe'pri~~~fthat~pproachisthat p~1i~ennnust set in

..~~r~a',"f~~ani~~*~'WH.,.i~·lU) .o~d~'lr'~r~'f~atican~ ti~'lrj'.;r.~o~sid" ~,'~i'"
:j.,,::~f~'~~~:~~':~~~()P~'9~~.~~~~~i~:):~li~~.~·,'~~(Pllrl-iam~_llt~':h~,.~~t_:·~~'~;'.~~.n~;~at.:~<t::thi_:,,', -/- .,,'.. ,. 'j:·~'f-:~~U "", ~ . ," ",- - '. -._; --. ., ,'
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If parliamentarians and citizens look at the cases that produce the controversies in

the press about judicial reform of the law. I consider that, at least in part. they have to

look to themselves and ask why it is that judges have attended to la~ reform in this way.

I believe a part of the answer is lhe failure of the parliamentary institution. Because I

support the parliamentary institution, I think we should try 10 revive the mechanism that

was established during the Fraser administration. That is one of the chief reconunendations

which I would urge upon the committee.

I said other things in my written submission but I cannol recall them 10 mind now.

It was dictated some time ago and when it appears it will be sent. But it is inevitable that,

wilb nine years of my life devoted to the work of the commission, I have an intellectual

and emotional commitment to it. Allowance must be made for that in considering what I

have to say to you.

But looking at it as objectively as I can, I think the conunission has done good

work. It has a potential to tap resources that would not otherwise be available to the

Commonwealth and the parliament. It has the potential to consult the community and to

deal with the increasing number of problems that are extremely difficult and very

controversial. That is why I think the conunission has a place in the orderly reform of the

la~. I h?pe that that will be the conclusion of the committee.

,C~RMAN-}.~i~,obv~~lfsth~t in the early ye~ of the commission there was a

lot ,of~.~PIl0rt.fromth:c;,b~.~d ,~e.proft:ssilms,.if I ..might ad~, in. t~~. of part~time

co~:ssionersand :~~s:~,YJ,howereinvolved. Were you pro~active insecuring,.that, or was

Iha~just a signof the_times? ltjuslseems to me that ~t the ~oment, ~hen ~e look at
'. .: ':.' .,.' ' . ..'" .' ";. • ' ',"'.. ". > 'c, . -.' c:....-,.,' . ",;.' "..' c'. - - "~"

.p~-~me"c()JI.lll1isSi9n1?rsor thos,e)nvol,Ve<,t. the~ do not seem to be members of the bar or '

we were able to go to Professor Seymour, who was a national expert on that subject..

When we received the reference on bankruptcy, to Me Harmer, who was a well-established

solicitor who did virtually nothing else and really knew that area of the law. So it was a

matter of drawing into the Commonwealth's intellectual pool the people who otherwise

would not be available to it, who would not be prepared to accept a full-time appointment

forever wilh the Commonwealth but who would be prepared. at a certain stage in their

life, to give a certain period of their life to national service. It is a fact that we all realise

that at a certain point in professional life you want a new challenge. That is whal I was

keen to tap.

CHAIRMAN-Were you pro-active in relation of the part-time commissioners in

terms of reconunendations to the government at that time?

Justice Kirby-Yes, but it was always done in consultation with the Altorney

General, because you had to take into account the fact lhat attorneys quite often had their

own people that they wanted to appoint I was always happy when an attorney-general

appointed his own. I say 'his' because I have only ever had male attorneys. I think I had

seven or six of them. For example, Attorney-General Durack appointed Me Mazza, a

solicitor from Western Australia. He was not a person of national legal significance. But

he was a practical solicitor. He was faithful in his attendance. He worked hard on the

projects. And he had the confidence of the Attorney-General.

There was that level of appointment. But there were also appointments such as Sir

Zelman Cowen. F.G. Brennan and others,.who brought very great intellec.tual strength and

rep~~tion <t~, the work ,I),f .t.he,co~ss!()p,~, qui~e f~quent1y. we~t out, and ~k~d people

wou~~,,;,th~Yb~wil;i~~t~ ·~,~,lVe. Murr~~:,:WilCO,X,'!~r,exam~I~,~cam~~~om"the ~,~. He:~~v~~,
tre~e,~~o~s ~~~,~~e t~ t~~,.~O~~,SiOn~<1enj?~~di~:, I,t '~~IIl'~~: ro,rN~" ~jt W,lIS for me.

'~:,~:~ry:e~~~~~g;.~~f:i~:hi~),if~·~:;;,::I:'~1;'",:,.;, ,,", .' ." ,,". .......,'. .
, , .'M 'SINCLAIR40ne,oftheas~cts of,the !,.awRefo~;~0mJll:I~~lon:that.~~rne~

~;.' :', '~'f'("'"':;'f'~''' "',O';'h·t,,, ..,~"i:h·'·"~';·''';:n~!'',~~''\f~:; ":('\~""':';''"'''''c..",··':''''\~' ,''''. ,~~"·r ,,,":,';".' ','-','.r; 'c,·.!,.,'·",f',:·:·,..,.... ·, .:~ :-C',': "~ , ", '.:..".>,:
e:,';<"~""';'"''''~''' "':'h~~'e:~" '.',. ";",,..' .. . corn . tirig,bo~lt ''uc:ie(e(eri~~'.,~~,u,::9o,~e~:,

.. . ,",Jil,'8':;:;;;,c "', .'. ;<':r"·..';:~',"',,:";:""::f;'
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we were able to go to Professor Seymour, who was a national expert on that subject .. 

When we received the reference on bankruptcy. to Me Harmer. who was a well-established 

solicitor who did virtually nothing else and really knew that area of the law. So it was a 

matter of drawing into the Commonwealth's intellectual pool the people who otherwise 

would not be available to it. who would not be prepared to accept a (ull·time appointment 

forever with the Commonwealth but who would be prepared, at a certain stage in their 

life. to give a certain period of their life to national service. It is a fact that we all realise 

that at a certain point in professional life you want a new challenge. That is what I was 

keen to tap. 
CHAIRMAN-Were you pro-active in relation of the part-time commissioners in 

terms of reconunendations to the government at that time? 

Justice Kirby-Yes, but it was always done in consultation with the Attorney· 

General, because you had to take into account the fact that attorneys quite often had their 

own people that they wanted to appoint I was always happy when an attomey·general 

appointed his own. I say 'his' because I have only ever had male attorneys. I thlnk I had 

seven or six of them. For example, Auorney·GeneraJ Durack appointed Me Mazza, a 

solicitor from Western Australia. He was not a person of national legal significance. But 

he was a practical solicitor. He was faithful in his attendance. He worked hard on the 

projects. And he had the confidence of the Attorney-General. 

There was that level of appointment But there were also appointments such as Sir 

Zelman Cowen. F.G. Brennan and others •. who brought very great intellec.tual strength and 

rep~~tiOfi to. the ~o~k ,~f ,t.b.e ,CO~s_s!on. ~. qui~e f~quently, we~t_ out. and asked people 

wouldJ~y ~ wil;i~g' ~o ·selVe. Murray,~ilc~x. __ forex:un~I~:. cw:ne from"the ~:ar. He.~~v~; 
, "and enjoy~d it. It remains for hi~.'~ it was for me. 

, • - - .: , ,- '-" -" ,,' I, ~ 
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relationship between the Law Refonn Commission and those bodies. and then I will come

to the other side of it. Could you tell me a little bit about that relationship nest?

Justice Kirby-First of all. within the Commonwealth's sphere. there is a degree

of overlap in the advisory bodies on law and law (eronn. I lhink. of the Institute of

Criminology. the Institute of Family Studies, the Family Law Council. the Administrative

Review Council, and there are many others. To some extent, that overlap is probably

healthy and probably inevitable because of the different statutes, the special interests, the

expertise and so on. But, I think. an important challenge before tbe committee should be

to work out some ways of interrelating the various advisory bodies so that there is greater

effectiveness and interaction between them. So that there is not a waste of resources, and

so that you can have in the national Law Reform Commission a body which can bring

together any area of federal law and work on the reform of it and put its proposals up to

parliament.

So far as the state commissions are concerned, when I was nrst appointed there

was inevitably a degree of resistance to the new federal commission. There was also a

measure of resistance to the state bodies working together. They tended to go off into their

corner and do their own thing according to their different constitution, their size, their

resources and so on. But soon after I was appointed, with the support of Justice Meares,

who was then the chairman of the New South Wales commission, we invigorated the

A~s~ian Law Ref~rm Agellcies Conference that brought law reform personnel together.

They sa~,the c,ommoninlerest,they had. Since then, there has been a degree of
:.'·'.:c ..•. - ,.: " ,','.,',' .., .' .." .. :. b·' , ,', .·c.' ,_, ',," ;',,"

cO,o~ratio,n:onp:roj:cts: ofcoIIUJlonc\)~ce(11 s~chas ,defaJfla~~n and~viqence}aw ~form.
Y~u,'s~ ~ int~raction ~twee~ .them.· I ~'ili~~ is' ~~~~;. -, """.'" -- ,. , .',
',' ':.'- '.' .<·c'.:""-'. ::''-. . .. ' ',". ,..,':....i·'...~ ..:·: .",' ~', ",' ,. " ... :: . ','. ,

,',LordHailsham, in his lectli're in -Sydney, said that we should, not ,be, seeking in

~'~i~}?;:',~~~~~:~~,~:,~~i~~:~~~f.f-I:)$·:~,::~:f,,~~~:'f,~~:*~~~·~~:~'·~~:~1i:~'::1~~:~/~~.~;~:,

references and instructions from Attorneys-General who agree that there should be joint

projects for a better use of resources. I think that is something the conuruUee could well

look at.

Mr SINCLAIR-In your comments just a mument ago, you spoke of the ~XICllt 1o

which you felt the Law Reform Commission was a better vehicle than judges. You

suggested there needed to be some group that looks at law reform. It has seemed to me

that, when you set up an organisation such as a law reform commission, you concentrate

the mind, certainly, on particular references that might be before that law reform

commission; whereas individual judges have their own jurisdiction, and each of them has u

capacity within the jurisdiction to develop considerable expertise. There are public forums

where they can speak and, were they encouraged, might well make comments about the

way in which they see that law might be reformed.

Sometimes it seems to me that perhaps we have, by setting up a law reform

commission, denied judges a capacity to suggest reform to a degree that is inhibiting for

reform. If you allowed them, and expected of them, comments about the progress of the

law, particularly in jurisdictions in which they practise, that might well accelerate

consideration thai would then allow academic lawyers and members of the judiciary to

promote cases. Now whether it would be acted on-and I accept acting on that might just

be as difficult as it is for the Law Reform Commission-I wondered why you would

explain that you do not think judges are as effective in promoting law reform as the Law

Reform Commission. That was the conclusion I came to from your remarks.

Justice Kirby-Thert: are a number of points in that. Judges quite frequently makl
, ',' .,~.,.-,t.~ .-.>' '., ....;.:', '.. ';:... ' :,'" .;" ,/1.,-, .. 1.; .- '., .. ,." "", " ."'" ..

suggestions for: law reform. When ,I see an injustice that I do not feel I can cure, probably
:~ r:',.' ;.,' j,+ ,~.{ .':';- ,. ,., ':'''::",,:-,.' '. 'i.:<: ,,': ~'c ',r ;,;":' , ',',.. " c,:'::;.:." '.:'r: ~:' ,;': ,:! ~;:';'~,-,~~ ,r: J . :: "" _' :. " i, :;

because'of my background, more than most, I will always'draw it·to-'dotice.1 do so in mv
" .... ".... ",,"_:',', .. "';,\:~:"': ,:' __': '::;,,, ":, .' ',."'.' ." .•.'_ . ':::::"'," ,:,:":;,:,;<::.1: :"',' "","" ~,~",',

'do,sounder a heading' labelled ·'need·for,·reform',I ,wiUput it in the heal
"»:'iF';:"? :.;:::::':~:",:'''':':'''. '''' :,"::~:, ',:;~~:,,::/-i'::,,:::;:-/:;,:'i;:~'-)'1::~::/":">":':'" '" ''',: '.': :.,~.
lat( I )jjctate'i,:AR'd:jtwiU beihen,~s~n(tQ:::,~~,i"<;,l4e:f. !.:~§y,~~, {or: i::~;
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relationship between the Law Reform Conunission and those bodies, and then I will come 

to the other side of it. Couid you tell me a little bit about that relationship nrst? 

Justice Kirby-First of ali. within the Commonwealth's sphere. there is a degree 

of overlap in the advisory bodies on law and law reform. I think. of the Institute of 

Criminology. the Institute of Family Studies. the Family Law Council. the Administrative 

Review Council. and there are many others. To some extent. that overlap is probably 

healthy and probably inevitable because of the different statutes. the special interests, the 

expertise and so on. But. I Wnk. an important challenge before the committee should be 

to work out some ways of interrelating the various advisory bodies so that there is greater 

effectiveness and interaction between them. So that there is not a waste of resources. and 

so that you can have in the national Law Reform Commission a body which can bring 

together any area of federal law and work on the reform of it and put its proposals up to 

parliament. 

So far as the state commissions are concerned. when I was nrst appointed there 

was inevitably a degree of resistance to the new federal conunission. There was also a 

measure of resistance to the state bodies working together. They tended to go off into their 

corner and do their own thing according to their different constitution. their size. their 

resources and so on. But soon after I was appointed. with the support of Justice Meares. 

who was then the chairman of the New South Wales conunission. we invigorated the 

A~s~ian Law Ref~rm Agencies Conference that brought law reform personnel together. 

They sa~:~:,~.o~on ,~n~e~C:St:th~r ~ad. ~,in~~,f!1e~.}.he~ ~~ ~~,.,~ degree of 
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references and instructions from Attorneys-General who agree that there should be joint 

projects for a better use of resources. I think that is something the conuruUee could well 

look at. 

Mr SINCLAIR-In your comments just a moment ago, you spoke of the ~XICIlI ttl 

which you felt the Law Reform Commission was a better vehicle than judges. You 

suggested there needed to be some group that looks at law reform. It has seemed to me 

that, when you set up an organisation such as a law reform commission, you concentrate 

the mind, certainly, on particular references that might be before that law reform 

commission; whereas individual judges have their own jurisdiction, and each of them has u 

capacity within the jurisdiction to develop considerable expertise. There are public forums 

where they can speak and, were they encouraged. might well make comments about the 

way in which they see that law might be refooned. 

Sometimes it seems to me that perhaps we have, by setting up a law reform 

commission, denied judges a capacity to suggest refoon to a degree that is inhibiting for 

reform. If you allowed them. and expected of them. comments about the progress of the 

law. particularly in jurisdictions in which they practise, that might well accelerate 

consideration that would then allow academic lawyers and members of the judiciary to 

promote cases. Now whether it would be acted on-and I accept acting on that might just 

be as difficult as it is for the Law Reform Conunission-I wondered why you would 

explain that you do not think judges are as effective in promoting law refonn as the Law 

Refonn Commission. That was the conclusion I came to from your remarks. 

Justice Kirby-There are a number of points in, that. Judges quite freque~lly makl 
., " , It ~ -," .' ':', . '!',." :,'" '-' ,/ i .,',' 1.: ,_, - . ,- • ' " ' .'" . 

, . see an injustice that I do not feel I can cure, probably 
".,,''''., .•.• ,'',.,' ~- c ',r "",":" :,,';-:.: 'C.:-}""" ,;',:! '.';"",:~ ,r,J "",.' : '''' ,; 
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Justice, upon receipt of a suggestion, would transmit it to a specified officer of the

Attomey-General's department; lhat officer would keep a list; and there would be an

annual reponing on the list. Attomey- General Hannaford has kept that. There is no doubt

that willi 'Law Reform (Miscellaneous)' acts, a lot of proposals made by jUdges have gone

lhrougb parliament without any controversy. Some have been rejected for a reason. The

practice of Attorney-General Dowd was always to give short reasons as to why a

particular suggestion was rejected. That is a very good system. It is the system that applies

in most civil law countries in Europe. In France, the Cooe de Cassation conununicates in a

very formal way to the President lhe problems that have occurred in the law cases during

the year. That is then acted upon and processed through the law making system. But that

has not been our way- judges are warned: 'Do not put too much faith in other places that

they wlll give attention to judicial suggestions'. Parliamentarians are generally too busy, or

they are not interested enough; ministers are distracted. Sometimes jUdges can make their

suggestions unli! they are blue in the face and noth.ing much gets done.

As far as I know, New South Wales is the only place that now has th.is quite

fonnal system that other jurisdictions receive. One of the initiatives I introduced before I

left the ALRC was the system whereby suggestions for major law refonn work-those

ones relevant to federal law-were collected in the annual report. I do not know if they

have kept that up. I th.ink it was a useful th.ing to have a check list There is not the same

re,sp~nsf system as th~re i~ in _N~,w Sou~ Wales. I think it is one of the major

aClU~~eme~ts ~f'J\Jtorn~~-Genera1 D()wd.

" 'M~ own ~~~~~ vie~ ~~~t iUdi~ial ref~~ is tha~ judges have a rol~ to ~form the
" ' ",,' . ' " "',' .. ,, , --,' """, ,,:: .. ,."

I~w~th.~y, h,~:,:,e,~~: d()illg, !t,~or" ~?9, ye!lCS~ut,th~~ _,~!? n:ac~a ,,~~er. I do n~t ~~:

th~,ll:urie~ e~~~ ;~~ m~~~~~ ,of pr~,ures. I th.ink judges h~v~ agteat ,e1'Perti~e in matters

'~f'~~~d~~.~~f~ ~~."~,~i~:readilradaPtcourt procedures:,Bu4 where yo~" ge~t~ a

'", ·'~fi~llnt~;J,~~e~-"~,r,s " -~law,Ialways feel very serious diffiden~eabou·t,:saYing,··l
, \'~;:'~1:',; !,.,!' ~:);:;;:I~:i~'~Pi~~;f .. ":'" _':,;;,:",,",;:t-,·'~ :",~~<" ,.:~:I,,, ~~,~. ;.';;, '~;::r, ',;;: ,;" ::.~',,,:,..;",:',''-,-:i. ,'~,;::' ,,':, ,,,;,:,::' "'''".'

and the expertise; I will just do it myself'. Being a democrat, I find lhat to be an

uncomfortable notion. Where you draw that line is, of course, a matter of doubt,

controversy and debate. Different judges will draw it at different points, even at the level

of the Court of Appeal and at the level of High Court. Do not think lhat there is a judicial

free-for-all here: there is not.

It should also not be thought by the cornmiuee that, because a judge feels a matter

is an injustice, calls it to notice, and refers to it in a judgment, something will be done

about it. The academics are busy teaching their classes. The interest groups do not know

quite how to organise themselves. The bureaucracy is overburdened with other things. The

politicians are distracted by their political concerns. That is where a formal law reform

in~titution comes in. It is the way of reducing these matters to a routine. It is a way of

receiving the suggestions. It is a way of suggesting to the Attorney-General, who standS Ul

the gateway. the giving of a reference on the subject. It is the method by which you can

have consultation with the best legal minds. the conununity grou~s, the experts and then

the report to parliament. It is a very rational system to stimulate and help parliament in

areas which otherwise, in most cases, would simply not be attended to.

Mr SINCLAIR-And yet there is probably a greater record of inactivity by the

Law Reform conunission than there is in a lot of other fields. You have the same problel

in getting a legislative reaction and trying to attract the llttention of government and the

parliament. I can see the necessity, following the Dowd-type system, which requires a

response from lhe ,Attorney-General. where you then need to pursue the topic, whatever il
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Justice, upon receipt of a suggestion, would transmit it to a specified officer of the 

Attomey-General's department; that officer would keep a list; and there would be an 

annual reponing on the list. Attorney- General Hannaford has kept that. There is no doubt 

that with 'Law Reform (Miscellaneous), acts, a lot of proposaJs made by jUdges have gone 

througb parliament without any controversy. Some bave been rejected for a reason. The 

practice of Attorney-General Dowd was always to give short reasons as to why a 

particular suggestion was rejected. That is a very good system. It is the system that applies 

in most civil law countries in Europe. In France, the Cour de Cassation conununicates in a 

very formal way to the President the problems that have occurred in the law cases during 

the year. That is then acted upon and processed through the law making system. But that 

bas not been our way- judges are warned: 'Do not put too much faith in other places that 

they wlll give attention to judicial suggestions'. Parliamentarians are generally too busy, or 

they are not interested enougb; ministers are distracted. Sometimes judges can make their 

suggestions until they are blue in the face and nothing much gets done. 

As far as I know, New South Wales is the only place that now has this quite 

formaJ system that other jurisdictions receive. One of the initiatives I introduced before I 

left the ALRC was the system whereby suggestions for major law refonn work-those 

ones relevant to federal laW-were collected in the annual report. I do not know if they 

have kept that up. I think it was a useful thing to have a check list There is not the same 

re,sp~nsf system as there j~ in ,N~,w Sou~ Wales. I think it is one of the major 

aC~,evem~nts ofAt~ot,ll~~-G~n~~ Dowd:. 
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and the expertise; I will just do it myselC'. Being a democrat, I find that to be an 

uncomfortable notion. Where you draw that line is, of course, a matter of doubt, 

controversy and debale. Different judges will draw it at different points. even at the level 

of the Court of Appeal and at the level of High Court. Do not think that there is a judicial 

free-for-all here: there is not. 
It should abo not be thought by the commiUee that. because a judge feels a matter 

is an injustice, calls it to notice, and refers to it in a judgment. something will be done 

about it. The academics are busy teaching their classes. The interest groups do not know 

quite how to organise themselves. The bureaucracy is overburdened with other things. The 

politicians are distracted by their political concerns. That is where a formal law reform 

in~titution comes in. It is the way of reducing these matters to a routine. It is a way of 

receiving the suggestions. It is a way of suggesting to the Attorney-General, who standS Ul 

the gateway. the giving of a reference on the subject. It is the method by which you can 

have consultation with the best legal minds, the conununity grou~s, the experts and then 

the report to parliament. It is a very rational system to stimulate and help parliament in 

areas which otherwise, in most cases, would simply not be attended to. 

Mr SINCLAIR-And yet there is probably a greater record of inactivity by thc 

Law Refonn conunission than there is in a lot of other fields. You have the same problel 

in getting a legislative reaction and trying to attract the attention of government and the 

parliament. I can see the necessity, following the Dowd-type system, which requires a 

response from the ,Attorney-General, where you then need to pursue the topic, whatever il 

might be:,!. ," '.' .,.,'," ." _ 
" .' I.~ould, not, suggest that an individual judge could ~~vel\l~.,~s ,i~e:J.S in a p~cul:'.I" 

;fie~d of la~ ~fo~ 'to the poi~r or actually proposing necessarily th~ detail of the ,change. 

'~ ~,ertainly.not the legisiation. It' ~orries me that; whatever syste~ you, have, it. is very 
. '. . -The Alai 
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Commission. from parJiament or from anybody else, and I think that the Dowd system

might accelerate lhe chance to achieve that

I suppose my concern really is thai the Law Refonn Conunis~ion replicates efforts

elsewhere. You have mentioned some of the bodies where it works. I am not convinced

that, by a specific requirement of a report on an area-whether you do it from an

Attorney-General response to a suggested area of refonn and you constitute a particular

panelled by an academic lawyer or a barrister or somebody else-you would not get just

as much response as we do now. Whether it would be adequate. I am not sure.

Justice Kirby-The amount of response is in the hands only of the members of

parliament. Therefore. it is parliament that has to look to its own mechanisms for the

amount of response it will give. It is fair to say that the system that Attomey~Genera1

Dowd set in place in New South Wales tends to concentrate on bits and pieces. They tend

to be a problem in the Bail Act or a problem in the Crimes Act. They were the two that

were in jUdgments of mine last week that I drew to the attention of the Chief Justice for

transmission to the Attorney~General. They tend to be small matters. Yet there are, as the

program of the Law Refonn Conunission reveals. very large matters which somebody in

our community has to attend to, if the law is to remain relevant and just.

Where they are controversial matters and involve different interest groups, you

need something that will be a IitlIe more flexible and responsive to the community than

the bureaucracy-the general administration-tends to be. That is where the Law Refonn

Commission, certainly in my own time. developed quite a panoply of techniques for going

out and·consulting community opinions. But I think it would:be unfair to;the commission

to blame it beca~.se;itihas not attended to all areas of_the law. It:inequired by-its act to;

proceed' only on referenc'es. that are given by the federal Attorney.GeneraI. It cannot roam·

federal money and time on.

There was inherent in some of your remarks. Mr Sinclair, the suggestion lhat the

conunission had failed to address a whole range of activities. However, the act requires it

only to address lhose wlUch I.he federal Auomey~General of Australia gives it. You cun

criticise particular references and say, 'That really was not a high priority' or 'It really

was not a matter that was appropriate' or 'They should be working on containable matters

such as sovereign immunity or admiralty jurisdiction. so-called black~letter matters. where

they have bad a very high level of success'. That is entirely in the hands of politicians.

They have the power to design and set in place the program of the commission.

To the extent that your question suggested that there were other areas of the law

that were unattended, of course there are. There are many. But the commission can

become a repository for collecting and drawing to Dotice the refonn suggestions. It can

become a pool of people who have experience in refonn of the law. It can stimulate

community and political discussion about law refonn and its methodology.

All of this is very healthy in a democracy. The log jam is reached at parliament.

When the report is delivered. it is tabred as the act requires. At the moment, the system

which was set in place during my time does not seem to be operating. I think it should be

revived.

Mr DUFFY-Justice Kirby, one thing arose to some extent out of what Ian said.

when you made the point that judges could make suggestions until they were blue in the

face and not a great deal would happen. The only example which I was aware of was the

one you gave of the mechanism that John Dowd had. One of the reasons that this inquiry

is timely i-s'th'at I have felrfor a long while' that, of all the' bodies: we are talking about and

-.th~;· inierielatidris~ps 'ih~t; maY'eXi~i'bCtw~~'ihe ~ Law-~~:~nn 'Comrtuss,Icin an~ '~~ others.

the;one t~~ti,S ~~",,;~~st'dir~f~Itfo~'~~~ve~e;~ taget ~d,~f~sp~~a~~~,:,~eLaw, -
Coinnii~si~n')>t~;~a~~~: It has ::l?eeriestabiis~edfor Ii l~ng.\Vh.ile:, :.',""':;,:f '"
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Commission. from parJiament or from anybody else, and I think that the Dowd system 

might accelerate the chance to achieve that 

I suppose my concern really is that the Law Refonn Conunis~ion replicates efforts 

elsewhere. You have mentioned some of the bodies where it works. I am not convinced 

that, by a specific requirement of a report on an area-whether you do it from an 

Attorney-General response to a suggested area of refonn and you constitute a particular 

panelled by an academic lawyer or a barrister or somebody else-you would not get just 

as much response as we do now. Whether it would be adequate. I am not sure. 

Justice Kirby-The amount of response is in the hands only of the members of 

parliament. Therefore. it is parliament that has to look to its own mechanisms for the 

amount of response it will give. It is fair to say that the system that Attomey~General 

Dowd set in place in New South Wales tends to concentrate on bits and pieces. They tend 

to be a problem in the Bail Act or a problem in the Crimes Act. They were the two that 

were in judgments of mine last week that I drew to the attention of the Chief Justice for 

transmission to the Attorney~General. They tend to be small matters. Yet there are, as the 

program of the Law Refonn Conunission reveals. very large matters which somebody in 

our community has to attend to, jf the law is to remain relevant and just. 

Where they are controversial matters and involve different interest groups, you 

need something that will be a little more flexible and responsive to the community than 

the bureaucracy-the general administration-tends 10 be. That is where the Law Refonn 

Commission, certainly in my own time. developed quite a panoply of techniques for going 

out and consulting community opinions. But I think it would'be unfair to.the commission 
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federal money and time on. 

There was inherent in some of your remarks, Mr Sinclair, the suggestion lbat the 

conunission had failed to address a whole range of activities. However. the act requires it 

only to address those whlch lhe federal Attomey~General of Australia gives it. You cun 

criticise particular references and say, 'That really was not a hlgh priority' or 'It really 

was not a matter that was appropriate' or 'They should be working on containable matters 

such as sovereign immunity or admiralty jurisdiction. so-called black~letter matters, where 

they have bad a very high level of success'. That is entirely in the hands of politicians. 

They have the power to design and set in place lbe program of the commission. 

To the extent that your question suggested that there were other areas of the law 

that were unattended, of course there are. There are many. But the commission can 

become a repository for collecting and drawing to notice the refonn suggestions. It can 

become a pool of people who have experience in refonn of the law. It can stimulate 

community and political discussion about law refonn and its methodology. 

All of this is very healthy in a democracy. The log jam is reached at parliament. 

When the report is delivered. it is tabred as the act requires. At the moment, the system 

which was set in place during my time does not seem to be operating. I think it should be 

revived. 

Mr DUFFY-Justice Kirby, one thing arose to some extent out of what Ian said. 

when you made the point that judges could make suggestions until they were blue in the 

face and not a great deal would happen. The only example which I was aware of was the 

one you gave of the mechanism that John Dowd had. One of the reasons that this inquiry 

is timely i-s'thaiI' have felt' for a' long while' that, oLa1l the' bodies: we are talklng ~bout and 

_ the inierielatid~ships 'ih~t; maY'eiisi'bCtween: the- Law -Re~onn 'Co~~s,icin and '~~ o~hers, 

. for 'a gove'~ent to get rid of is probably the Law, 
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Justice Kirby-That is true, though

Mr SINCLAIR-A subjective judgment.

Justice Kirby-Though I can lell you, when I was Chairman of the Law Reform

Commission, I went through SO many inquires, so many slaff ceiling cuts. so many of the

razor gangs, that I have been through it all many times. Therefore there is nothing in the

world that is entirely new in that respect-

Mr SINCLAIR-I am sure you have a sense of deja vu,

Mr DUFFY-It has become an art form!

Justice Kirby-l did not favour self-reference. One of the problems is that lawyel

may be the last people in the world to decide what are the matters requiring refonn of tht.

law-or. at least, to order their priorities. If you define the problem as the log jam at the

end of the process. then you must, I think. be careful not to do anything that makes that

problem worse. At least, if a politician of any political persuasion has judged that a

subject is a matter that requires attention. then that is more likely to be a matter that will

attract the attention of the political process, one way or the other, at the end of the

inquiry.

So my own feeling was that the requirement of ministerial reference was a sort oj

insurance policy at the front door. It was never a great problem. I would discuss topics.

where Attorneys-General did not have their own check list. For example. when Attomey·

General Ellicott came into office, he had very definite and very clear ideas of what he

wanled the Law Refonn Commission to do. Attorney-General Durack had fewer ideas 01

particular program. It would. therefore, have been a waste of my time to be telling

Att~mey.~en~,r~...~lliC~,~t",h~i I 't~,~~g~t"th~pr,Ogram would,~", ~ut:,'~uomey-General
D~r~ck ~~~id a~ i'~t 1is~~n. He ';'~'~I~-n'o~'~~ays'f~l1ow it. B~~ tltat was'Wh~t the act
',',,:.. ,::,: ': ,'," ',.", "':.,"~ ;': '> '. , -
requ~ed.;,',~;rson~IY:"~,thought,,that it wllS:~~t,~a~adsy:t,em.

'~'If y,ou ~wited to '106~ 'fqr sOTIleihingoth~rthan th,e -Attorney-General. y~t not' all
n':'-,"'", ": ,F"'; " l""~;;,:',::i,:,:..,:::,>:, ...~"""":,~~:"",,,,,; !ii',,·,>·' ':',:' . " ..... ',..' >,', ..''',.'':' :.c'

'.entirelyself",referenced:iyslCm,perhaps ,y()u"coul(j enlarge it so that ar1ymi~ster coul~ ",'
~';:,~ c' :~::!l. :r' :;,c;;;"!'i" .,; {,S~" ,'~>""~",::,,,:':"';'o;""Y",;." ,'j,:}, ';';:"'~:":;";:~;i,i,i ::',~,;:::':,:::;;r"i". ;;') :",:,~:,,,,,"""';::~; :,~;' :""ii~ ":",,, . "": .. '~.
" "rovidc' a, ."ahei-:~qii.su:ltiilg,the:'Att'omeY;~Girier'8.t" For eX{lJllple,':-'l- had ll; :~i5CUSSI,:,,:

" ., .......• ,'.. ,:~, ,. ' .. , ' ~~; , ,. "";."_'.c,,, ", .',.
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enormous significance. I have a worry about the interrelationship, unless there is SOme

effort at bringing about more reJalionship between the bodies, and unless we have a

position where the Law Reform Commission is the overarching body-because I think it

does have a permanency about it which some of the others may not have.

One other that is referred to is the Companies and Securities Advisory Committee.

which is a very new body. It has done a lot of good work. but it could disappear, as could

some of the others. One of the things that I would like to see come out of this inquiry is

the defmitive view that the Law Reform Commission stays. I think you have answered

that more than a~equately in what you have had to .say_

Firstly, what is your view on self·reference for the Law Reform Commission?

Secondly, if you would not go as far as that, who else makes references other than the

Attorney? TIrirdly, could I seek a view from you on a Comment that is made sometimes

about the Law Reform Commission-and I think this is pointing more at the permanent

members of the commission-that they have moved away a little bit from the practice of

the law and the practical side of it? A classic example of what can happen there

effectively was their report on COllective investments, which was one of the most difficult

!keas you can imagine. With the assistance of people like Ferguson and Martin from

Bankers Trust, who gave a lot of time to that inquiry, it was an excellent report.

There are really three things there: fltstly, with the comment I have on

interrelationship, I think you agree entirely about the retention of the Law Reform

COmmissi~n. Se~C!ndly, there is ~e matter of self-refere~ceor,if not that, who else, apart

from ~e ~~tOl:ne~-Ge~eral7~rdly, the~,~s the, question, of thecriticisIll \Vhic~, is

so~etimes 'made of the co~ssi'on,~d~the in~olvement,asm~ch"~"~SSibl~~,~,ot;of part

ti.frle50~ssioner:s,~ec~~~ilY~,b~utof consultants o~' partic~l;U: ~~fere~~~s-as:~as done

in the collective invesunent'o~~. ' "..

1;i:;j~:::t/~i:~,~~~i~~,',~;~;y,':'.~
::werefoilned in'1975
";";"'\!"'{':'i'/,\),\';r,i,'>":;\;'~":'ital
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enormous significance. I have a worry about the interrelationship. unless there is SOme 

effort at bringing about more relationship between the bodies. and unless we have a 

position where the Law Reform Commission is the overarching body-because I think it 

does have a permanency about it which some of the others may not have. 

One other that is referred to is the Companies and SeCurities Advisory Committee. 

which is a very new body. It has done a lot of good work. but it could disappear, as could 

some of the others. One of the things that I would like to see come out of this inquiry is 

the defmitive view that the Law Reform Commission stays. I think you have answered 

that more than a~equately in what you have had to .say. 

Firstly, what is your view on self·reference for the Law Reform Commission? 

Secondly, if you would not go as far as that, who else makes references other than the 

Attorney? TIUrdly, could I seek a view from you on a comment that is made sometimes 

about the Law Reform COmmission-and I think this is pointing more at the permanent 

members of the commission-that they have moved away a little bit from the practice of 

the law and the practical side of it? A classic example of what can happen there 

effectively was their report on collective investments. which was one of the most difficult 

!ireas you can imagine. With the assistance of people like Ferguson and Martin from 

Bankers Trust. who gave a lot of time to that inquiry, it was an excellent report. 

There are really three things there: fltstly, with the comment I have on 

interrelationship, I think you agree entirely about the retention of the Law Reform 

COmmissi~n. Se~ondly, there is ~e matter of self-refere~ce or, if not that, who else. apart 

from ll?-e ~~tomey-General7 ~rdly, thereJs the,question of the criticism which is 

so~eti~es 'made o.f the co~ssi'~n .~d_ the in~o~vem~nt. as m~ch.'~"~SSibl~,_~ot of ~art
ti.me «;:o~ssioner:s, b~ut of consultants on particUI~ _~e~erences-as'''~as done 
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Justice Kirby-Though I can lell you, when I was Chairman of the Law Reform 

Commission, I went through SO many inquires. so many staff ceiling cuts. so many of the 

razor gangs. that I have been through it all many times. Therefore there is nothing in the 

world that is entirely new in that respect-

Mr SINCLAIR-I am sure you have a sense of deja vu, 

Mr DUFFY-It has become an art form! 

Justice Kirby-l did not favour self-reference. One of the problems is that lawyel 

may be the last people in the world to decide what are the matters requiring refoon of tht. 

law-or. at least. to order their priorities. If you define the problem as the log jam at the 

end of the process. then you must. I think. be careful not to do anything that makes that 

problem worse. At least, if a politician of any political persuasion has judged that a 

subject is a matter that requires attention. then that is more likely to be a matter that will 

attract the attention of the political process. one way or the other. at the end of the 

inquiry. 

So my own feeling was that the requirement of ministerial reference was a sort oj 

insurance policy at the front door. It was never a great problem. I would discuss topics. 

where Attorneys-General did not have their own check list. For example. when Attorney· 

General Ellicott came into office. he had very definite and very clear ideas of what he 

wanted the Law Refonn Commission to do. Attorney-General Durack had fewer ideas 01 

particular program. It Would. therefore. have been a waste of my time to be telling 

Attome~-~~ner~,,,ElIi~o_~t wh~i I 'th,~~ghnhe, pr_ogram would be._, ~ur~uomey-General 
. , . ~9~id a~ i"~t Iis~~n:' He ';'~'~I~ -n·o~ ·~~aYs· f~ll~~' it. B~~ ihat.was'w~~t the a~~ 
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that is anothcr area where perhaps insufficient time has been given to try to trm:k down

the people relevant to a particular reference, and providing references which should be,

perhaps. given at a time when thought has been givcn to the particular person who will

lead the reference, who is a respected national expert.

Mr DUFFY-I would like to interrupt you on that. If you take the collective

invesunent, the one that I referred to earlier, it was the industry that came to me saying

that was an area which just had to be looked at. I think the commission would agree that

there was no way that they could do that reference, and that is not being in any way

critical of them. It would have been very difficult to say who could have done it. It was

the combination of the permanent structure of the commission with the capacity of people

in Sydney who were prepared to give their time and go and spend a day or a couple of

days with the commission to help them on a consultancy basis. I think the consultancy

fees, if I remember correctly for that whole reference was probably a couple of thousand

dollars. It was amazing the time that people gave.

That is another way. in a sense, through an Auomey·Generai. that you can get thal

reference and they should do that more often. I mean, the business community is at fault

there, too. There was $9,000 in total in that. You had people from the Insurance

Superannuation Conunission, Trustee Companies Association, Macquarie University,

Bankers Trust Australia Ltd-leaving aside the public servants-Blake Dawson Waldron.

Allen Allen and Hemsley. Life Insurance Federation of Australia. There was a tremendous

response to that bu~ they were not part-time commissioners; they came in as consultants.

",.. : "'I' ~r,~us,~,~e~,~~~~~Mr Duffy, that is not an exception. In my time, one of the

most exciting,,~fe,~,?~~es~~,the,.one.that l~d to, t1l~'bl~~rance Contracts Act, which is

a1nl~~t'.,~~~y .. ,f~,~~~::~~ in. ~~;.c:~U~~:It,i~, ~,j'~~i~r.l'itlC~ ,~r',nati~n~,legiSlati~m. Afte~
:; ~::'~'I;t9ie~~,$O_y,e~;'.,~'e'~C;d_e~al p~li~n~at I~t fulfilled i'~ ,c.o~Stituti~~~resPo~i~i'I;~.

" 1""';''''''\~:~:",.'n'H!''i"':·!': '::'i}~:~\~, ,": '>;:~;":;i!'~,;:F':'" "';,:c::','::;' ;i' <, '.' 'i",",."'. ", ":'.. :." ''':' :: :, ... ;;.,' .... "'. . '. ;, ';' ,,' .;, " .... ' '
~,aw:..;c9de,.,Wehadme:etings ..,in,the,.cClIIUIlissiClnwliere we
!!ll,I~1ii!!!~::)!~~~~;, ;:;":()::;'::~;,:::~:,;:':\ ~··;'1i~h!:'!d:?::;;'::::'::~'-:''''::;':''~:!:I'::;!;';'':::':":"~,":.:;:::::,;,:

".:.i!S:,fi:'i:
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genome project. Most citizens, and almost all lawyers, have no conception of the ethical,

social and legal problems that will come when you can actually manipulate the human

species. These things are happening very quickly.

Those lawyers have written, at my suggestion, to the Attomey-General suggesting

that the intellectual property law area-a federal responsibiIity-of the human genome

project and of genetic manipulation should be referred to the Law Reform Commission.

They have said, as top intellectual property lawyers, 'We would give a year or two of our

lives to this, because this is a tremendous challenge. Australia is not in the forefront of the ~

science, but we can be in the forefront of the law'. I think that is the sort of thing which

the minister for science could propose should go to the commission.

The value of keeping it as the Attorney-General is that the Attorney-General will

be responsible for answering to parliament for the budget of the commission and the

resources that are available. If every minister could refer matters, then you might get a

surfeit of references and a lack of coordination and of a coherent program. The alternative

would be for some method whereby parliament could refer mallers. However. again, under

our Westminster system the executive government, while it has the majority, can

determine what the parliamenlary program will be.

,So the bottom line is that I tend to favour the present system. But that may be

through a deficiency of perception of viable alternatives. I remain of the view that one of
•. ,',... ",'" " , r

t!te~ain pro~lems, th~~,~~ c~nuniuee has to ~ddres~ is ,howyou tackle the log jam of

'F~~si~~~ati~~'ofr_~~~\f'~,art-~,fth~t..i~g~~~·~liti.~~ ~~;~nti~~,~,~~~11.~ ~~uld.not do,

,an;~~ ''P~self- that ~~Uld,t~~ o~t political int~rest. The A~;~~~y-~e~e~~'s'~bligatio~ to

"give_<t1l~,!~f'?~Il~\Vimagood..J\~tOII1,eY~G~~C?f3;l.~means t1l~t 'you have a degree of
,..-"·,· .. ·".'~"c·......,,·~,,"'-"" ,,' 'i'c, .'J'..".~" .•".;", •. ,. ,"'" .',J,"""", "";''',> ."".'.;'., '. ,.... ,. '.... ',,' '.. ',' . ....,... , .. ,.... .. .. ' ....'....,

'.' c6mniitJ:nent,~at, ....~. th,c>ellCl,()f"thcproces~, 'sorncthiDg\\,ill' be'd,()DC:.
',1:¥~{~~~:r'~:"~\::"?'!:'i!!;::/~~"'*~~~~,:I'l'~I~~t'"W'!r";;;"~?i::'>"':'~(:;:' .. 'W~~ll:r~':j~,~I",,:J;~~:!:t[:;";t'>''':'i'"7l:~I!:
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genome project. Most citizens. and almost all lawyers. have no conception of the ethical. 

social and legal problems that will come when you can actually manipulate the human 

species. These things are happening very quickJy. 

Those lawyers bave written. at my suggestion, to the Attomey-General suggesting 

that the intellectual property law area-a federal responsibility-of the human genome 

project and of genetic manipulation should be referred to the Law Reform Commission. 

They have said, as top intellectual property lawyers, 'We would give a year or two of our 

lives to this, because this is a tremendous challenge. Australia is not in the forefront of the ~ 

science, but we can be in the forefront of the law'. I think that is the sort of thing which 

the minister for science could propose should go to the comnllssion. 

The value of keeping it as the Attorney-General is that the Attorney-General will 

be responsible for answering to parliament for the budget of the commission and the 

resources that are available. If every minister could refer matters, then you might get a 

surfeit of references and a lack of coordination and of a coherent program. The alternative 

would be for some method whereby parliament could refer matters. However, again, under 

our Westminster system the executive government, while it has the majority, can 

detemUne what the parliamentary program will be. 

,So the bottom line is th~t I tend to favour the present system. But that may be 

through a deficiency of perception of viable alternatives. I remain of the view that one of 
• , -'," r 

~e m~n pro~leJ?:S}~at,.'~e ,«:=,~~ue,e h_~ t~r~d~s i~ ,how you ~kJe the log jam of 

consi'deration of ,reports. If part of that is gaining Politi~~ 'at;enti~n,' th~n I would not do 
-', " , ,,', ~ , " , "- '---, , ' , --

,any~~ myself that WOUld, take out politicai interest. The Att'omey~a'~~e;~'-s" obiigatio~ to 
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that is another area where perhaps insufficient time has been given to try to trm:k down 

the people relevant to a particular reference, and providing references which should be, 

perhaps, given at a time when thought has been given to the particular person who will 

lead the reference, who is a respected national expert. 

Mr DUFFY-I would like to interrupt you on that. If you take the collective 

invesunent, the one that I referred to earlier, it was the industry that came to me saying 

that was an area which just had to be looked at. I think the commission would agree that 

there was no way that they could do that reference, and that is not being in any way 

critical of them. It would have been very difficult to say who could have done it. It was 

the combination of the permanent structure of the commission with the capacity of people 

in Sydney who were prepared to give their time and go and spend a day or a couple of 

days with the commission to help them on a consultancy basis. I thlnk the consultancy 

fees, if I remember correctly for that whole reference was probably a couple of thousand 

dollars. It was amazing the time that people gave. 

That is another way, in a sense, through an Attomey·General. that you can get that 

reference and they should do that more often. I mean, the business community is at fault 

there, too. There was $9.000 in total in that. You had people from the Insu~ce 

superannuation Corrunission, Trustee Companies Association. Macquarie University. 

Bankers Trust Australia Ltd-leaving aside the public servants-Blake Dawson Waldron. 

Allen Allen and Hemsley, Life Insurance Federation of Australia. There was a tremendous 

response to that bu~ they were not part-time commissioners; they came in as consultants. 

Mr Justice KirbY-Mr Duffy. that is not an exception. In my time, one of the 
",," "'I';' ," "'<:",' ".,', 

'~ost ex~itin·g ~!e,ren~es \V~ ,th~ __ oner tha~ le~ ~ tj~, ~e: Insur~~ ~~~tr~ts Act, which is 

, < f~ fo~ ,u~ in the ,courts'~ ,Ilis, a major piece.of national I_egi~lati9n: :'Vt~_~", 
" ,<. ,", I~t fulfilled i'~,C,o~Stituti~~al'~Po~~'bilitY. 
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enthusiasm and devotion. They gave a lot to the Commonwealth and to the parliament.

The result is a very good statute. It has removed a lot of the uncertainties. I think it has

been a great success. So they were consultants.

YOll have to have the core of intelligent. hardworking, energetic people of repute at

the centre as commissioners and staff. Then you can gather around you this group of

consultants. I reckon that this was onc of the major achievements of the ALRC during my

time. In every project we gathered this penumbra of expertise from different groups in the

community relevant to the task in hand. 1 hope that has been continued. By what you say.

it has been. It w~ always extremely exciting. The devotion of citizens to improving the

law was a wonderful thing to see. It was really civic action and responsibility at work.

Me DUFFY-They are very responsive if they are asked.

JU5tice Kirby-Yes.

Mr SlNCLAIR-I guess my concern is: is the Law Reform Commission the right

group? Both you and Michael are talking about bringing in consultants from outside. I am

not absolutely convinced that you are not better setting up an independent body with a few

lawyers and the specialists for each of these projects. The group you pick-for the time

,being, the current members of the.Law Reform Conunission-have not necessarily the

background that enables them to come to conclusions in any particular area. I grant you it

would be very difficult to get rid of the Law Reform Conunission, but I wonder whether

the nature of law reform would not be enhanced more by picking people for the particular

reference. With your collective investments reference, for example, you said you relied

very:much, on the, Sydney profession because th~.t is where' there was the emphasis and the

law within the departmental process. Are you really better served by having a law reform

commission than y~u would be by having specific ad hoc bodies constituted. as you

essentially do now, by bringing in consultants?
Mr DUFFY-Yes, except there is n problem wilh that. Mr Justice Kirby made a

point a moment ago about tbere being a certain stage where people may be prepared to

give a year or a couple of years to a government enterprise, whereas they may not be

prepared to give their time in terms of a permanent appointment. I think that is true, but il

is rare. It is the same thing with governments. We have not moved to lhe American

position. It is not just the different form of government in terms of cabinet, but we have

not moved to a position. as the United States has at times, where people come out of

industry for a couple of years-not just lawyers. it could be economists or anyone. How

much better would Treasury and Finance be if they had some people who came out of the

fmancial sector and went into lhem?

I do not think that is happening yet in Australia. There could be offers made to

people to do that, and you may be able to get them to do it. 1 think you are right if that

would happen. But we are not quite at that point yet in this country, unfortunately. If you

take a person mentioned earlier by the judge, Me Hanner, he has continued on. and he w.'

involved with the bankruptcy reforms which came out of the corporations law changes.

They were not based on that entirely; there were some criticisms of the fact that it did nO
I

follow it absolutely. There are those people who will give that time. but I do not think

there are that many of them.
JU5tice Kirby-I question that. I think a lot of lawyers. when they get to about 4(

concern. --: ''.,-. are in a vulnerable situation. .\

~e ,nahne of What, :wehavs-do'1e federally is to set up this .rangeof.bodies, and:
, - ; - -- ,'- '--" - - .

.~,h~F_ i~"ali~t,qf~.e~ ~~"that_~~~~~~ ,0fH~~:,;FanUly"Law Council;'~~strative

:~~~i~::.~~i:il', f9~~;mi:,~.S~~~?!,!~~\SO~ 9:~~~' C~~~right.LaY'.Il..vi.w,.~·

"Mr D11n)'"~Ifth~yare;not"a'~it~ick.of~e,law.itisvery:,~~ang~.. ~

:_JlL'ilice<~rby~-)'es, tJley;;,~~~The call to do,.s,omething for"th~ir country;is a ve~

shatpt.lari.Q[i.<\,{h~t~'we.:hll:.ve t.oA?)~,'~~t~litiCianSWhO"~ill~getPJil ,.th~. phone and

~:,t~f'~i~lll~~~'~~'~f0::f~1t~;~;:.-lJf~,~\t~:~i~~;j~~:~f.fi;~~:,~thers"
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enthusiasm and devotion. They gave a lot to the Commonwealth and to the parliament. 

The result is a very good statute. It has removed a lot of the uncertainties. I think it has 

been a great success. So they were consultants. 

YOll have to have the core of intelligent. hardworking, energetic people of repute at 

the centre as commissioners and staff. Then you can gather around you this group of 

consultants. I reckon that this was onc of the major achievements of the ALRC during my 

time. In every project we gathered this penumbra of expertise from different groups in the 

community relevant to the task in hand. 1 hope that has been continued. By what you say, 

it has been. It w~ always extremely exciting. The devotion of citizens to improving the 

law was a wonderful thing to see. It was really civic action and responsibility at work. 

Me DUFFY-They are very responsive if they are asked. 

JU5tice Kirby-Yes. 

Mr SlNCLAIR-I guess my concern is: is the Law Reform Commission the right 

group? Both you and Michael are talking about bringing in consultants from outside. I am 

not absolutely convinced that you are not better setting up an independent body with a few 

lawyers and the specialists for each of these projects. The group you pick-for the time 

,being, the current members of the.Law Reform Conunission-have not necessarily the 

background that enables them to come to conclusions in any particular area. I grant you it 

would be very difficult to get rid of the Law Reform Conurussion, but I wonder whether 

the nature of law reform would not be enhanced more by picking people for the particular 

reference. With your collective investments reference, for example, you said you relied 

very-much,on the,Sydney profession because th~.t is where-there was the emphasis and the 

concern. 

,~e nature of what, '(Ne havS' ~o~e fe~erally is to s~t up this .range of _bodies, and _ 

th~~ i~_:,~ l~~~pf.the~ in"that reJ~~~ce"~f~,oux:s::r~ly,,La..,... Council;' Administ{ative 
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law within the departmental process. Are you really better served by baving a law reform 

commission than y~u would be by baving specific ad boc bodies constituted, as you 

essentially do now, by bringing in consultants? 

Mr DUFFY-Yes, except there is n problem with that. Mr Justice Kirby made a 

point a moment ago about tbere being a certain stage where people may be prepared to 

give a year or a couple of years to a government enterprise, whereas they may not be 

prepared to give their time in terms of a permanent appointment. I think that is true, but it 

is rare. It is the same thing with governments. We have not moved to the American 

position. It is not just the different form of government in terms of cabinet. but we have 

not moved to a position, as the United States has at times. where people come out of 

industry for a couple of years-not just lawyers, it could be economists or anyone. How 

much better would Treasury and Finance be if they had some people who came out of the 

fmancial sector and went into them? 

I do not think that is happening yet in Australia. There could be offers made to 

people to do that, and you may be able to get them to do it. 1 think you are right if that 

would happen. But we are not quite at that point yet in this country, unfortunately. If you 

take a person mentioned earlier by the judge, Mr Hanner, he has continued on, and be w., 

involved with the bankruptcy reforms which came out of the corporations law changes. 

They were not based on that entirely; there were some criticisms of the fact that it did nO
I 

follow it absolutely. There are those people who will give that time, but I do not think 

there are that many of them. 

JU5tice Kirby-I question that. I think a lot of lawyers. when they get to about 4( 

are in a vulnerable situation. _l 

"Mr D~~If th~y are'not,_~'~it ~ick.of ~e. law. it is very:,~~ang~._ ~ 

Jwilice ~rby~Yes, tJley:~~.~e call to dO,_spmetbing for"their country Js a ve~ 

. ~liticians who"~ilr get 'pn,_th~.phone and 
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Mr DUFFY-They are notjusllawyers. though.

Justice Kirby-No. But for the Law Refonn Commission 1 think the core has got

to be a group of lawyers. because they have got to bring it together in the ultimate

product-a law. Could I just add two other points about the ad hoc solution. The first is

infrastructure. It will be less expensive to the Commonwealth if you have a core body

with its premises. its staff and so on, who can be diverted into particular projects. The

second is the danger of adhockery. If you get a project that is working on a particular

matter only, there is a danger that you do not bring it back to the general development of

the law. That, for example, is what the Court of Appeal and the High Court do in the legal

system. The danger of adbockery is that special interest groups will capture the law and

take the matter off on their own particular direction. A good law reform commission,

working well and with highly talented people, will bring the matter back imo a coherent,

consistent development of the legal system. It will be aware of other developments,

including developments in the courts.

CHAJRMAN-One of the reasons for this inquiry being set up was that Justice

Evatt's term of appointment was coming to an end and the Attorney was in the process of

appointing a new president. Have you got any particular views as to the role of the

president in the current era as against how it might have been when you started the

commission off? Do you see presidents still performing the same functions as when you

were the chair?

Justice Kirby-Every person will put their own stamp on an office of that

character. Each of the successive four presiding officers of the commission has been a

quite different personality. I think that times have to SOme extent changed. The political

situation has changed. Each office holder is going to respond in a different way. I must

say that I think it is a pity that the commission has not always secured the same public

involvement'in its activities as it'did in the early days, including under Justice Wilcox.. I

:,,, ·':tlilitk\~~t -~M, ~'~tre~g~ ·~f~'~~ri;TI!j~SiOn~'nO(O~~i.~'the 'develo~m'ent'~~ its ow~ ideas

"'f:'~ : ,but ,m: 'its dealings wilb:"politici~.lfthe'~oinmis~ion,'was weU~known in-the· oonUnunity
i':~~!::,:~:' ,,:,(::~";;:;:i:~,' +''': :":~<:I;::, ,;;:,,~:! 'i" '" ',':' '(' "'~:" ~~;,;;,:_,', ' ,,' ", - ,
,waskD.o\Vn;.to,b"Ye<::o:nsu\~ the:'commul

difficult to completely ignore the commission's proposals.

I have never believed that the conunission had a right to have its proposals passed

into law as made. That is just not our democratic system. But I do think that we need to

address the problem of how we gather attention to the report so that it is given due

consideration.

CHAIRMAN-Earlier reports of the commission had draft legislation in them.

There is now an argument as to whether the commission should be drafting whole pieces

of legislation arising out of its reports or concentrating on specialist provisions. One

argument says that, by concentrating on drafting, it can also crystallise the body of the

report and focus the attention on some of the recommendations that one makes. I am

interested in your views on that. The other thing I am interested in is one of the reports 0
1

the commission, on the recognition of Aboriginal customary laws. The reference was

given on 9 February 1977 and it was not tabled until 12 June 1986. It was quite a

substantial report but, unfortunately, it has not yet been responded to by governmenl.

Obviously, in terms of the Mabo decision of the High Court, it was very relevant in

relation to the debate raging now.

What is your view in relation to the SOrts of reports the commission should be

concentrating on now? Should they be short, sharp reports or basically a mix.ture of both':

Have you got any views in relation to that? There is a suggestion that if they want to

influence legislation they should be short, sharp reports that are given up to governmenl.

Yet there is a criticism that sometimes there is not the necessary intellectual rigour, the

scrutiny or the public participation in the reports.

Jwtice Kirby-First of all, in relation to draft legislation, I must say that I agree

with Lord Searman that, by drafting the legislation, you have to get your own thoughts

clear. Ultimately, in mo~t of the proposals going to the federal parliament. you have to

have draft legislation. There was always a degree of territorialism relating to whether

';Iegislation'should oruybedraltedby the parliamentary counsel's ,office and whether the

I..aw·Refo~·ContnisSion'was'i:1I)(See~g·t((mov~;int~t'h;;illeITiio;";::'''Th~i'iedto

~ - "~- - - - - -- --- - ---- -".,..,.-~ ---~~. ---~- -~-- .. 
'-'!:',. "",""..,~~''''':''''''''':;,,:: ";:"-~""""(,,-'"""";' -----, --- -" --- ~" -- ,- - - - - - -- - --
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commission off? Do you see presidents still performing the same functions as when you 

were the chair? 

Justice Kirby-Every person will put their own stamp on an office of that 

character. Each of the successive four presiding officers of the commission has been a 

quite different personality. I think. that times have to SOme extent changed. The political 

situation has changed. Each office holder is going to respond in a different way. I must 

say that I think it is a pity that the commission has not always secured the same public 
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difficult to completely ignore the commission's proposals. 

I have never believed that the commission bad a right to have its proposals passed 

into law as made. That is just not our democratic system. But 1 do think that we need to 

address the problem of how we gather attention to the report so that it is given due 

consideration. 

CHAIRMAN-Earlier reports of the commission had draft legislation in them. 

There is now an argument as to whether the commission sbould be drafting wbole pieces 

of legislation arising out of its reports or concentrating on specialist provisions. One 

argument says that, by concentrating on drafting, it can also crystallise the body of the 

report and focus the attention on some of the recommendations that one makes. I am 
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the commission, on the recognition of Aboriginal customary laws. The reference was 

given On 9 February 1977 and it was not tabled until 12 June 1986. It was quite a 

substantial report but, unfortunately, it has not yet been responded to by government. 

Obviously, in terms of the Mabo decision of the High Court, it was very relevant in 

relation to the debate raging now. 

What is your view in relation to the SOrts of reports the commission should be 

concentrating on now? Should they be short, sharp reports or basically a mixture of both': 

Have you got any views in relation to that? There is a suggestion that if they want to 

influence legislation they should be short. sharp reports that are given up to government. 

Yet there is a criticism that sometimes there is not the necessary intellectual rigour, the 

scrutiny or the public participation in the reports. 

Jwtice Kirby-First of all, in relation to draft legislation, I must say that I agree 

with Lord Scarman that, by drafting the legislation, you have to get your own thoughts 

clear. Ultimately, in mo~t of the proposals going to the federal parliament. you have to 

have draft legislation. There was always a degree of territorialism relating to whether 

';Iegislation'should only be dralted by the pailiamentary counsel's ,office and whether the 
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them: and with techniques for translating the good ideas and generalities into practical

legal measures? I think there is a place for both kinds of report. You need to be able to

recruit commissioners who will be able to do both tasks. In my day, it was very

stimulating to see the way in which a commissioner on a black letter subject, say,

insurance contracts, could make very useful conlributions into matters of far greater

generality such as sentencing or Aboriginal customary laws.

As to the Aboriginal customary laws report, it is true that took a long time. There

are particular explanations for that which I do not think it is very useful to explore. It is a

commentary on the system that. despite the high proftle of Mabo and the problems we

have had in the political agenda in the last year. a further seven years-nearly eight-has

passed since that report was tabled. It was fmalised by an extremely able commissioner,

Professor Crawford, who is now professor of law at Cambridge University. Yet it has not

really been given attention by parliament. It is true that the commission took time in that

matter but, after all, the problem bad been around for 200 years.

CHAIRMAN-I am not being critical. I think it is one of the most substantial

reports that the commission has produced. It amazed me, in tenns of the foresighl. given

the Mabo decision-

Mr DUFFY-I have heard your views at length: you agree with what Justice

Kirby said. I have heard you saying that it should have been implemented. Justice Kirby,

were you saying that the Australian Law Reform Conunission should do drafting of

legislation?

Justice Kirby-Yes, I favour thaI.

Mr DUFFY-With the Aboriginal customary laws reference, which, as you have

said hIlS ,sat" th~re fo~ a lo~g'tirneand nothing basbappened 10 it-I suppose trnsis a ,

,"':getime t0raisej,-';ne Of~e criricismsin theI,,' three yean, Ot o.eI!ound

cted ~~;~~,f,?;~~s,i9.n, ~~!1J,;~,~p~e ~~.~,~~~;~:~~f;,~~l~~~,~}~~~~il~'~~~-;:;~l~~;'~~;"~.;·;c,,1~
'" '.',0 ; "\'-"" ""~ ; - ;; ";;'~' cn~;for 'i't'<" ;'''''''·-:9(~;tfulr,#as·tfie fact;~~~~:::~;fY"wC!e,'-

,"~J"'!~' -';;:,;otf.6~.:~( '"
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consultant. then as a commissioner and then as a consultant again. He was marvellous. He

was unparalleled in his experience of legislative drafting. It gave the conunission a degree

of clout in relation to the parliamentary counsel's office. For ex~ple, he put the final

touches on the Insurance Contracts Act. It bore the stamp of somebody who had been

drafting legislation since the 1930s.

CHAIRMAN-Do you see that as a way to go in the current climate?

Justice Klrby-I think it is a very imponant way of focusing attention, getting

your own ideas right, not fudging the hard questions at the borders. which are often the

really difficult is~ues. and delivering something which can then be implemented relatively

speedily, if parliament so wishes. It may be that you could explore ways by which. in

harmony with the Office of Parliamentary Counsel, the concems-I am -sure they would

be proper ones-about territorialism can be mollified and solved. I think it is a useful

discipline of the mind. Perhaps the relationship between the commission and the Office of

Parliamentary Counsel needs attention. However, the notion of just coming up with

generalities would be another step backwards from the discipline that may ensure that

proposals pass into law. So far as the-

CHAIRl\1AN-Short, sharp reports or-

Justice Kirby-Yes. the kinds of reports. I think you need a mixture of both-the

short. sharp reports, as you have described them-because attorneys-general get problems

of that character. For,example, ~e project on sovereign inununity, which moved very

quickly into legislation,~as o,ne:,v.:h,ere we h~d a commissioner, Professor Crawford, a

group ofpeop~e ~rom ~~}?epartmentof Foreign Affairs and Trade and Attomey

Generllrs. and a number,of ~ademics and ,otherswho could be. gathered around; They

~~:ie',::-~~~ ~fth,i~~~~':,ltwas like a, su~rdeparunental committee. Thenthoug~ts

/ ';""~'~~'p~.~ght~b~(*.t.?,·~t~~,gen~~(sw for:~c:irInpu.t.".1'he_ propo~a1s were put through theiL

". ;,:t..~~,~*~~ ')::~
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of clout in relation to the parliamentary counsel's office. For ex~ple, he put the final 

touches on the Insurance Contracts Act. It bore the stamp of somebody who had been 
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CHAIRMAN-Do you see that as a way to go in the current climate? 
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discipline of the mind. Perhaps the relationship between the commission and the Office of 

Parliamentary Counsel needs attention. However, the notion of just coming up with 

generalities would be another step backwards from the discipline that may ensure that 

proposals pass into law. So far as the-
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Justice Kirby-Yes. the kinds of reports. I think you need a mixture of both-the 

short. sharp reports, as you have described them-because attorneys-general get problems 
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them: and with techniques for translating the good ideas and generalities into practical 

legal measures? I think there is a place for both kinds of report. You need to be able to 

recruit commissioners who will be able to do both tasks. In my day, it was very 

stimulating to see the way in which a commissioner on a black letter subject. say. 

insurance contracts, could make very useful contributions into matters of far greater 

generality such as sentencing or Aboriginal customary laws. 

As to the Aboriginal customary laws report. it is true that took a long time. There 

are particular explanations for that which I do not think it is very useful to explore. it is a 

commentary on the system that, despite the high proftle of Mabo and the problems we 

have had in the political agenda in the last year, a further seven years-nearly eigbt-has 

passed since that report was tabled. It was fmalised by an extremely able commissioner. 

Professor Crawford, who is now professor of law at Cambridge University. Yet it has not 

really been given attention by parliament. It is true that the commission took time in that 

matter but, after all. the problem bad been around for 200 years. 

CHAIRMAN-I am not being critical. I think it is one of the most substantial 

reports that the conunission bas produced. It amazed me, in tenns of the foresight. given 

the Mabo decision-
Mr DUFFY-I have heard your views at length: you agree with what Justice 

Kirby said. I have heard you saying that it should have been implemented. Justice Kirby. 

were you saying that the Australian Law Reform Commission should do drafting of 

legislation? 

Justice Kirby-Yes, I favour that. 

Mr DUFFY-With the Aboriginal customary laws reference, which, as you have 

~aid. has sat"there for a long'time and nothing has happened to it-I suppose this is a . 

sttan,,,,tirrIO to raise it-One of the 'criticisms in the last three years, or one; I foun,d' . .. -'," -. " ," . ' ., , 
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without draft legislation. because I think it can delay it to a point that can sometimes

become a real difficulty.

Justice Kirby-In the beginning, the ALRC followed the New South Wales Law

Reform Commission and the English Law Commission in auaching draft legislation. The

accepted wisdom was that that concentrated a mind, avoided generalities, solved the

border problems and disputes, that it was more useful to parliament and more likely to be

put into law. It may be that there is a need in particular references to differentiate whether

you produce legislation. My general feeling is that it would generally be useful to the

process of law reform to attach the legislation to the report.

I favour Attorneys-General fixing deadlines. Attorney-General Enderby did so in

the very first reference we received; we were told to get our report done in six months.

This was a major report on criminal investigation and complaints against the police. The

complaints against police went into law very quickly. With the criminal investigation.

there were a number of attempts. It has gone into law for the defence services. It has

influenced the law in other areas. If it had been implemented, it would have avoided a lot

of the problems that we have faced in the common law over the decade and a half since it

was produced. I know that some people are resistant to time limits. But my view is that it

is a good discipline for commissions. in particular projects. to be requested to produce the

report by a given time.

Mr DUFFY-That has continued to apply.

Justice Kirby-Yes.

Mr DUFFY-But. as you are aware, in so many areas. and particularly in the law,

y.ou ~o have continual requests ~or extensions. I think that there were times when that

Mr DUFFY-It is not a subjective judgmem. I am certain it did.

Justice Kirby-It may be that this is something where the commission's resources

are not as strong as they were in my time. John Ewens was a miracle worker. It is q.ne of

the privileges of my life to have been able to sit at a table and see this man who had been

in federal drafting from 1932 until the 1980s at work: fitting this problem into the panoply

of federal legislation and coming up with the solutions that we could not think of. It was a

wonderful experience. It does refine ideas. If it is well done. it makes the reports much

more useful to the process.
I am not aware of the current lay of the land on this issue. But when 1 left. John

Ewens was there. Stephen Mason had a skill and had come from a background in drafting.

The commissioners were adept at it and interested in it. For example. the Insurance

Contracts Act was a very useful exercise because we could put the draft bill to all those

consultants and they could come up with the problems. It takes a bit more time. But, I

believed. at least in my experience, that it was time wen spent.

CHAIRMAN-We will send you a copy of the transcript which you can look at.

correct and return to us. We will send you that other material.

Mr SINCLAIR-If there should be any questions that arise from the formal paper

you submitted to us, we will get in touch with you and perhaps you can correspond in

some way.
Justice Kirby-Of course. 1 will be available to come back to the committee.

CHAIRMAN-Thank you for your attendance this morning:

Justice Kirby-Thank you for inviting me to come before the committee.
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Mr DUFFY-It is not a subjective judgmem. I am certain it did. 

Justice Kirby-It may be that this is something where the commission'S resources 

are not as strong as they were in my time. John Ewens was a miracle worker. It is q.ne of 

the privileges of my life to have been able to sit at a table and see this man who had been 

in federal drafting from 1932 until the 1980s at work: fitting this problem into the panoply 

of federal legislation and coming up with the solutions that we could not think of. It was a 

wonderful experience. It does refine ideas. If it is well done. it makes the reports much 

more useful to the process. 
I am not aware of the current lay of the land on this issue. But when 1 left, John 

Ewens was there, Stephen Mason had a skill and had come from a background in drafting. 

The commissioners were adept at it and interested in it. For example. the Insurance 

Contracts Act was a very useful exercise because we could put the draft bill to all those 

consultants and they could come up with the problems. It takes a bit more time. But, I 

believed, at least in my experience. that it was time wen spent. 

CHAIRMAN-We will send you a copy of the transcript which you can look at, 

correct and return to .os. We will send you that other material. 

Mr SINCLAIR-If there should be any questions that arise from the formal paper 

you submitted to us. we will get in touch with you and perhaps you can correspond in 

some way. 
Justice Kirby-Of course. 1 will be available to come back to the committee. 

CHAIRMAN-Thank you for your attendance this morning: 

Justice Kirby-Thank you for inviting me to come before the committee. 


